Lilyan Kris is an art director and experiential designer who is passionate about all things interactive. Lilyan delights in designing playful web & mobile experiences, toying with AR/VR, and crafting interactive installations.

Media:
Interactive design, art direction, graphic design, illustration, UI/UX, AR, VR, front-end web development, physical computing

Software:
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, After Effects, Premiere Pro, Experience Design, Sketch, Principle, Unity, C#, HTML, CSS, Javascript, Processing, Arduino, Cinema 4D, Maya
Temporary Tattoo AR Photobooth
(Senior Project, in progress)

This interactive photobooth uses temporary tattoos as AR markers! Each temporary tattoo corresponds with a part of the body and triggers a panel of an illustrated comic. Users are given a body map with directions on how to apply the tattoos to view the narrative linearly, but are encouraged to apply the tattoos "incorrectly" to choose their own adventure.
Mnemosyne (AR Fashion Collection)

*Mnemosyne* is a fashion collection that turns dresses into Augmented Reality artifacts. Each dress features patterns that trigger childhood nostalgia-inspired 3D models and illustrations when scanned with a smartphone. The collection features two dresses, an AR app, and a lookbook. We expressed the idea of the digital AR interactions in print by using removable stickers and product photography. Made in collaboration with Sara Haas and UCLA Creative Labs.
Feed Me Colors (Interactive Website)

*Feed Me Colors* is a website that encourages users to show their webcam objects of different colors to unlock parts of an illustrated narrative. When a color is detected by computer vision software, a corresponding illustration collages onto the screen. Each illustration represents an anthropomorphized computer memory that embodies the feeling of the color.
Donuts VR

Donuts VR is an immersive donut experience made with Unity and the HTC Vive! Catch the colorful sprinkles bouncing all around you while you try to eat a donut in real life! Dedicated to my love of donuts :-)